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Welcome!
Are you ready to be a real-life small group leader? We can’t wait! Before you
start, make sure you read through this volunteer handbook. It’ll have everything
you need to know as you join our ministry, and it’s a great place to reference if
you forget something!
Here’s a few things you should know up front:
THE WIN
As a small group leader, we need you to invest in the lives of a few to encourage
authentic faith. You win when kids have meaningful interactions—both inside
and outside of small group—that deepen their faith in Jesus and influence their
relationships with others.
JOB DESCRIPTION
What exactly IS a small group leader? A friend? A parent? A coach? A teacher?
Here’s what we define as a small group leader:
A small group leader is anyone who chooses to invest in the lives of a few to
encourage authentic faith. Every SGL should do five things:
• Be Present—Connect their faith to a community by showing up predictably,
mentally, and randomly.
• Create a Safe Place—Clarify their faith as they grow by leading the group,
respecting the process and guarding the heart.
• Partner with Parents—Nurture an everyday faith by cueing the parent,
honoring the parent and reinforcing the family.
• Make it Personal—By your example, inspire their faith by living in community
setting priorities and being real.
• Move Them Out—Engage their faith in a bigger story by moving them to
someone else, moving them to be the church and moving them to what’s next.
You can read more about these principles in the next couple pages!
QUALIFICATIONS
To be a small group leader, you don’t have to be a Bible scholar, pass a theological aptitude test or display a particular set of special spiritual gifts. You don’t
even need to be that cool! Here’s all you need to do:
• Love God.
• Like kids.
• Be committed to consistently investing in and caring for your few over a period
of time.
• Complete and pass the application, background check, and interview process.
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EXPECTATIONS
• Serve consistently.
• Show up on time.
• Come prepared with the questions and materials you need for group.
• Connect with your leader monthly, and meet with them every six months.
• Attend the appropriate training events and meetings whenever possible.
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What’s Leading Small?
We have a challenge—a BIG challenge. We want to help kids and teenagers
develop an authentic faith—faith that stays with them when life gets hard, when
they have more questions than answers and when they graduate and move on
to whatever is next in their life. We want them to have a faith that lasts.
We believe that the only way to cultivate authentic faith is through
leading small.
That’s why what you do every week matters! When you lead small, you realize
that what you do for a few will always have more potential than what you do
for many.
When you lead small, you simply make a choice to invest strategically in the
lives of a few over time so you can help them build an authentic faith.
Here’s a few important graphics, you may be curious about:
• a circle represents a group of students or kids.
Not just any group, YOUR group.
• a large orange dot represents YOU. The SGL.
Don’t you look good?
• a small dot represents one individual in your
group. Someone you are leading.
• a home represents . . . well, a student’s home.
What else would it be?

There are 5 parts of the small group leader job description that
we’ll go over in the following pages:

BE PRESENT
CREATE A SAFE PLACE
PARTNER WITH PARENTS
MAKE IT PERSONAL
MOVE THEM OUT
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be present.
CONNECT THEIR FAITH TO A COMMUNITY
God created us for community. Jesus illustrated community. The Church
practiced community. That’s why you show up—to connect the faith of your few
to a community. where they can belong.
When you choose to be present, that means you. . .
1) Show up predictably.
For many of you, that means weekly. You cannot lead a small group without trust.
You cannot build a community without trust. And the first step to gaining the
trust of your few is making sure they know you will show up—predictably.
2) Show up mentally.
Check your phone at the door—unless of course you are using it for the Lead
Small app! When you show up mentally, you commit to engaging your few in
meaningful discussions and to listening—really listening—to what your students
have to say. This means knowing the content ahead of time and being mentally
prepared to shed some light and scriptural insight into their world. They are
worth an hour of your attention.
3) Show up randomly.
Never underestimate the power of showing up randomly. This may look like a
phone call, a birthday card, a ball game, a text message, a Facebook post or
a postcard from your trip. These small connections may seem insignificant, but
when you choose to be present in an unexpected way, outside of your weekly
group time, you reinforce your students’ connection to the community you are
creating.
The best way to be present is to lead small.
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create a safe place.
CLARIFY THEIR FAITH AS THEY GROW
There’s inevitable tension when a group of different people with different
personalities and backgrounds come together in one place. But what if tension
is actually the platform that gives you an opportunity to demonstrate that this
is a safe place? The safer your environment is, the more honestly your few will
clarify their faith in the context of your circle.
When you chose to create a safe place, that means you . . .
1) Lead the group.
Lead your group to value acceptance. Lead your group to value confidentiality.
Lead your group to value honesty. When you do, your few will feel safe to be
themselves, share doubts, ask questions and admit their struggles and clarify
their faith in an authentic way.
2) Respect the process.
Authentic faith is a continual process. It’s not static. It is the molding, crafting,
shaping and changing of faith through time, life experience and reflection. And
the process isn’t the same for everyone. Each individual is different, so celebrate
their steps. Refuse to get impatient with the process. And let God do what only
God can do.
3) Guard the heart.
Faith is personal. We often process the most difficult times in our lives through
the filter of faith which is why, as an SGL, you should expect some pretty tough
and even shocking things to be revealed during small group time. Your job is to
know when to respect confidentiality and when you need outside help.
The best way to create a safe place is to lead small.
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partner with parents.
NUR TURE AN EVERYDAY FAITH
No matter what you think about the parents of your few, two things are true.
One, every parent wants to be a better parent. Two, they will always have more
influence than you do. So, if you want to nurture the kind of faith that lasts, you
need to partner with parents.
When you chose to partner with parents, that means you . . .
1) Cue the parent.
When you “cue” the parent, you give them just the right information at just the
right time so they can make a move to do more than they might otherwise do.
Cueing the parent is pretty easy. Just let them know who you are, and tell them
what you’re talking about.
2) Honor the parent.
Some children struggle with authority. No, scratch that. All children struggle with
authority. But remember this—if you’re not on the parent’s side, you’re not on
the kid’s side. Model what it means to respect not only your own parents, but
theirs’ as well.
3) Reinforce the family.
Although parents potentially have 3,000 hours a year of possible time with their
child, it’s not always the same quality as the hours you have with your few. So
when you plan your events and small group outings, be strategic. Don’t steal
critical family moments. Christmas Eve is probably not a great time for a sleep
over.
The best way to partner with parents is to lead small.
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make it personal.
INSPIRE THEIR FAITH WITH YOUR EXAMPLE
The most important person you need to lead is not your few—it’s actually you.
When you choose to make it personal, that means you . . .
1) Live in community.
Whether hosted by your church, formed organically, or brought together
through another local ministry, your own community provides the healthy and
necessary outlet for you to process faith in a way you can’t with your few.
2) Set priorities.
One of the best things you can do for your few, and for yourself, is to make your
priorities clear. They need to see what you value. And when they see the way
you prioritize your own relationship with God. It might even inspire your few to
think about their own priorities.
3) Be real.
Find ways to relate to your few without compromising who you really are. It’s
more important for them to see a real, live person that is still growing, learning,
and trying to live out authentic faith than it is for them to have another friend.
The best way to make it personal is to lead small.
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move them out.
ENGAGE THEIR FAITH IN A BIGGER STORY
When you focus on the bigger story of their lives, you understand that what
happens inside your circle is measured by what happens outside your circle.
When you chose to move them out, that means you. . .
1) Move them to someone else.
The truth is, as we speak, while you are still their SGL, your few need other
positive adult influences in their lives. Your few are going to connect with other
leaders who will teach them something about God and help them discover
something about life. They will experience significant things together. And that’s
a good thing. So do your part to encourage other adult influences in their lives.
2) Move them to be the Church.
The Church is more than just a building or a location. The Church is a growing,
changing, moving, living being that your few get to be a part of.
Never underestimate the importance of letting them pass out goldfish at snack
time, allowing them to participate in telling the Bible story, or letting them help
lead worship for younger kids.
The options are endless.
3) Move them to what’s next.
No matter what is next in their lives, it is your responsibility to do everything you
can to set them up for that transition and to make sure it goes as smoothly as
possible.
The best way to move them out is to lead small.
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FAMILY MINISTRY COVENANT
INTRODUCTION
Thank you for your interest to serve in our NextGen environments! There are a
few things we wanted you to know about our volunteer positions in these
environments. First, as a volunteer in this ministry, you’re in a leadership
position, and the children and students here will watch what you say and do
closely. We think that’s great! You should be a role model for the next
generation. And as a role model, your lifestyle is important to us. We want to
make sure who you are as a leader is who you are the rest of the week.
There are several issues that are most important to us, so we’ll go into more detail about them in order to ensure that we’re all on the same page.
PERSONAL FAITH
We believe that your relationship with Jesus is so important. Volunteers are
expected to be baptized, followers of Jesus who attempt to live their lives as a
disciples of Jesus. It’s also important that our volunteers are regularly
worshipping at Faith and agree with the teachings and mission of Faith.
REGARDING SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
We believe that sex was created by God as an expression of intimacy within the
context of marriage. Volunteers who embrace a lifestyle that contradicts this
teaching will find themselves having to pretend to be something they’re not and
believe something they don’t. To prevent you from a potentially awkward
situation, we may ask you not to serve for the following reasons:
- If you are involved in a sexual relationship and not married
- If you are currently living with someone of the opposite sex
- If you are married and currently involved in a sexual relationship
outside of your marriage
- If you are involved in a homosexual relationship
REGARDING CLOTHING
We believe that dress should be modest and appropriate. This means that any
messages on clothing will be positive and respectful. This also means that our
leaders will be expected to use discernment in determining what clothing is
appropriately modest. Any concerns will be addressed by a leader of the same
gender.
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REGARDING SUBSTANCE BEHAVIOR
If you have a history of alcohol or drug abuse, this might be something God uses
in a positive way to impact the future of the next generation. We’d love to talk
with you further about your story and how it can impact the children and
students in our ministry. We have a few guidelines that will determine your
volunteer placement and a few reasons we may ask you not to serve at this time:
- If you have been arrested for or convicted of an alcohol or drug-related
offense in the past twelve months.
- If you are currently being treated for alcohol or drug abuse.
- If you have used any illegal substance in the past twelve months.
- If consuming alcohol to the point of being unable to drive legally is a
regular part of your lifestyle.

REGARDING SOCIAL BEHAVIOR
The kids (and/or the parents of the kids) in your group will definitely visit your
Facebook page. If you blog, tweet, Periscope, Vine, Instagram or Snapchat, your
few will probably follow you through those platfor ms. We think social media can
be a great way to connect with your few outside of Sunday! However, they’ll also
be able to see everything you post publically. Please leverage your social media
with your group in a positive way. Please be mindful of these guidelines, and we
may ask not to serve for the following reasons:
- If you use inappopriate language on a regular basis.
- If you post pictures of yourself in revealing clothes.
- If you make posts that lead people to question your commitments to
the behaviors listed above
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POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
In order to safeguard the physical, mental, and emotional well-being of the
children and students, as well as to protect the staff and volunteer workers
from potential allegations of abuse, we will follow these policies and
procedures:
CHECK-IN & DISMISSAL
Make sure each child in your group has gone through the official check-in
process through the church before sitting down in group. Also be sure each
child is dismissed according to the official dismissal process. For Faith Students
(Grades 6-12 and College), students are allowed to self-dismiss.
RESTROOMS
Never go into the bathroom alone with a child. Make sure there are no adults in the
bathroom before the child enters. If you are working with children (Grade 5 and
younger), please be aware of the posted bathroom policies.
ALLERGIES
Be aware of the allergies of your few—especially peanut allergies. During group
times when you are giving out food, double check with each student to make sure
they aren’t allergic to anything you’re giving. For younger kids you can also check
their nametag.
DISCIPLINE
If you have a child who is not following the guidelines that have been put in
place, try redirecting the child’s behavior. If that doesn’t work, have a plan in
place to contact the ministry leader so that they can handle the situation apart
from small group.
SICKNESS POLICY
If a child has had a fever within the last 24 hours, they should not be allowed in
the environments. This policy will be enforced by ministry leaders and not by
volunteer staff.
CHILD ABUSE POLICY
If you are concerned about the home safety or care of any of the children,
discuss your concerns with your ministry leader.
FIRE ALARM AND TORNADO PROCEDURES
Be aware of the fire alarm and tornado procedures posted in each classroom.
The ministry leader or teacher will give directions to the volunteers in the room.
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LOST CHILD PROCEDURE
Should a child get lost after they have been dropped off, be sure you have a
plan in place. You may need to shut down the environment and not let anyone
in or out until the child has been found. Make sure you know what the child is
wearing to let staff and leading volunteers know what to look for.
ADULTS WORKING WITH KIDS
Two workers must be present with any child or group of children (5th grade
or younger) at all times. Physical contact with children should be limited to
appropriate touch such as handshakes, high-fives, or hugs. Only toddlers
are per mitted to sit on laps. Volunteers must also be 16 or older to carry
young children.
ADULTS WORKING WITH TEENS
Adult workers should not be alone with a student (6th through College)
of the opposite sex in a non-public setting. Volunteers who are 18+ are
not permitted to date students who are under 18 and/or in the high
school ministry.
INJURY/ILLNESS PROCEDURES
First Ait Kits, Emergency Bags, and CPR Charts are located in each classroom,
your ministry leader can show you where. While cleaning up any bodily fluids,
wear latex gloves located in the kits and have someone notify the custodial
staff. Isolate the child from other children and notify parents if he/she
develops a fever or vomits.
If emergency medical assistance is needed:
- Call 911
- Notify parents
- Have someone notify the ministry leader
- Send someone outside to direct EMS
- Stay with the child
AED boxes are located in three area: inside the pastor’s lounge, outside the
gym in the carport lobby, and between doors leading to the front lawn.
MEDICAL AUTHORIZATION
In FaithKids, parents requesting that medication be distributed to their
child, or if medicines are kept with the child (EpiPen, etc.), will need to
speak to the ministry leader and complete the Medical Authorization and
Release Form located in the classroom.
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VOLUNTEER SIGNATURE
I have read and agree to follow the policies and procedures as listed in
Faith’s NextGen Volunteer Handbook. I also agree to the Family Ministry
Covenant as outlined in this handbook. If I am unable to uphold this
covenant, I understand that I will need to resign from my volunteer
position or that I may be asked by the leadership to resign.
_____________________________________________________
(Volunteer Signature)

(Date)

_________________________________________________________
(Parent/Guardian Signature if under 18 years of age) (Date)
_________________________________________________________
(Printed Name)

Please turn this page in to your ministry leader.
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